Join us on Fridays for an exciting semester of Life Sciences Café featuring new faculty, panel discussions and a host of life science experts. Meet the presenters and enjoy coffee and dessert while networking with colleagues and classmates.

Seminar: 1 p.m.  
Treat and Greet: 2 p.m.  
Location: LSC 202

Livestream:  
asunow.asu.edu/asulive

April 19
Gabriel Zentner  
Assistant Professor of Biology  
Indiana University

“How do cells maintain molecular memories through mitosis?”

Zentner’s lab seeks to understand how cells keep certain important proteins associated with chromosomes during mitosis, when the structure of chromosomes changes dramatically.

April 26
Diego Bohórquez  
Assistant Professor, Gastroenterology and Neurobiology, Duke University

“A gut choice: How the gut drives the choice of calorie rich sugars”

The motivation for humans to consume sugars is thought to arise at the surface of the gut. However, the neural circuits are unknown. The Bohórquez Laboratory discovered a neural circuit linking gut to brain in one synapse.